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The cerebellum (Cb) is a foliated structure that develops
from dorsal rhombomere 1 and controls motor and cognitive
functions. It is an ideal brain structure for studying how
patterning processes shape functional circuits since the Cb has
a simple layered cytoarchitecture that is divided into
subdomains by an apparent Cartesian coordinate system.
Folia divide the Cb along the anterior–posterior axis and
parasagittal stripes of gene expression along the medial–lateral
axis. The afferent inputs to the Cb appear to follow this
coordinate system as they project to specific folia and then
form parasagittal bands. We are studying the genetic and
cellular events that regulate formation of the two coordinate
systems and testing whether the circuitry map is dependent on
their organization. We found that the number of folia in mice
can be altered by changing the level of Sonic hedgehog
signaling, but the coordinate system information and circuitry
are not altered. In contrast, we found that the homeobox genes
Engrailed1 and 2 (En1/2) play fundamental roles in regulating
the pattern of folia, gene expression domains and circuitry. In
En mutants the folia to which all spinocerebellar afferents
project are preferentially lost, whereas the pattern of molecular
domains is disrupted in all folia, suggesting that the two
coordinate systems are patterned independently. The principals
we uncover for establishing Cb circuits in mouse should have
direct relevance to elucidating possible circuitry defects in
human cerebellum diseases.
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Enormous insights into the developmental regulation have
been obtained using D. melanogaster. Unfortunately with
respect to the hexapoda, Drosophila is derived and not a good
group representative. Given this it is valuable to attempt
developmental studies in other insects to find how applicable
the “Drosophila” rules are. Toward this end several groups have
begun analyses of the genetic control of embryonic segmenta-
tion and limb formation in O. fasciatus, G. domesticus and T.
casteneum. Fortunately the highly conserved character of
developmentally important genes makes it relatively easy to
clone and characterize loci used for segmentation and limb
formation in Drosophila from these other species. These can
then be used to characterize the expression patterns of the
selected genes. Additionally, RNA interference (RNAi) can be
used to ask questions about function. It has been possible to
produce phenocopies of several homeotic, gap, pair-rule and
appendage genes using RNAi. By analyzing single and
combination RNAi depletions, it is possible to determine
genetic interactions and by analyzing gene expression patterns
in depleted animals, epistatic interactions. Comparative ana-
lyses of several hox, gap, pair-rule and limb patterning genes
will be discussed. Analyses to date have allowed us to discover
both highly conserved and labile aspects of the ontogenic
programming of Drosophila relative to that of other insects.
Future work should allow us to gain even further insight into
what is conserved and what has changed in hexapod phylogeny.
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